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Abstract—This paper proposes a low complexity, high speed, regular and flexible architecture for VLSI implementation of Reed Solomon decoder. With this architecture the error locator and error evaluator polynomials of the decoder can be computed in parallel and the same datapath can be reused to realize a partially pipelined parallel RS decoder. By architecture reuse the number of required resources for the RS decoder can be adjusted to a specific application, while maintaining internal parallel computation of each RS procedure. The resulting architecture contains one type of program element, which simplifies test and fabrication.

I. INTRODUCTION

Reed Solomon (RS) error codes are used in many communication links to reduce the effect of burst errors. RS codes are also used in the DVB-H standard providing TV and multimedia services on handheld devices. To accomplish power savings and to improve the quality of service, the concept of Time Slicing and Multiprotocol Encapsulation with Forward Error Correction (MPE-FEC) using Reed Solomon decoding is introduced in the DVB-H standard [8].

An RS(n,k) encoder can encode k length information into n length code word. The RS decoder can correct maximum of \( t = \frac{(n-k)}{2} \) errors (\( \rho \)) and \( d = n-k \) erasures (\( \epsilon \)) or \( 2\times\rho+\epsilon \leq d \) of errors and erasures (an erasure occurs when the location of error in the code word is known). Figure 1 shows a block diagram of a typical RS decoder [5] containing:

- **Syndrome Calculator**: syndrome computation is performed to detect if the code word contains errors or not. If there are errors, decoding is performed using the syndrome \( S(x) \) at later stages.
- **Error & Erasure Locator**: this block computes the error locator polynomial \( \lambda(x) \) from the available erasure information and syndrome. This polynomial is used to find locations and magnitude of errors in the code word.
- **Root Finder**: this block evaluates the \( \lambda(x) \) polynomial to find locations of errors using the Chien Search.
- **Error Evaluator**: the error evaluator block is used to compute the error evaluator polynomial \( \omega(x) \) which is used in finding magnitude of errors at the inverse of root locations.

Sequential execution of the RS decoder for MPE-FEC is very slow. As estimated in [7] the time to decode one frame in the MPE-FEC arriving at a rate of 2Mbps [8], is about 22 minutes on the ARM9E-S RISC architecture. Therefore, high speed implementation of the RS decoder is required to incorporate the forward error correction.

High speed implementation of the RS decoder is a well studied topic as given in [10]-[12]. In the RS decoders, the bottleneck lies in solving the key equations [2] which is done using the Extended Euclidean (eE) algorithm or the Berlekamp Massey (BM) algorithm. Recently a novel algorithm transformation is proposed in [2] based upon the BM algorithm in which the critical path length of the error locator and the evaluator polynomials of the RS decoder is reduced to \( T_{add} \) and \( T_{mul} \), where \( T_{add} \) and \( T_{mul} \) are the delays of Galois Field (GF) addition and multiplication. This amount
of critical path is much smaller than that of the previous RS decoder implementations using the BM algorithm and comparable to the best known result of implementations based on the eE algorithm [2].

A high speed systolic architecture based on this methodology is expensive as it requires many Processing Elements (PE) for its implementation, e.g., to compute the error evaluator polynomial of data word of length 255 having error \(\rho\) and erasure \(\epsilon\) correction capability \(2 \times \rho + \epsilon \leq 64\) [5] as used in MPE-FEC, 65 PEs are required and each PE contains two multipliers and one adder using binary eight bit GF arithmetic. When the error locator polynomial is computed in parallel with the error evaluator, this will require 65 more PEs. If this systolic architecture is realized with Celoxica DK-Suite environment it consumes 36k flip flops with GF(2\(^8\)).

Sequential execution of any of the RS procedures can significantly increase the execution time [7], therefore all the individual tasks should be computed in a parallel fashion. If syndrome computation is performed in parallel, it will require 64 more GF adders and GF multipliers. Similarly, Chien Search, Forney algorithm and error correction blocks will consume the resources.

The number of PEs for a fully parallel pipelined implementation of a Reed Solomon Error Decoder RS(n,k) based upon this methodology are given in table I (Refer to section III for equations of each RS procedures).

### Complexity defined as number of PEs times number of iterations of the RS decoder increases quadratically with increase in error correction capabilities d of the decoder. Different classes of PEs have to be used to implement the RS decoder resulting in a complicated architecture. Therefore any architecture and algorithm transformation that could facilitate the acceleration of the decoding process with reduced complexity and one type of simple PEs of minimal latency is highly desired.

In [1], algorithm transformations for computation of various RS procedures are proposed using one type of PEs but computation of the \(\omega(x)\) polynomial is dependent on the \(\lambda(x)\) polynomial. The error locator polynomial requires one separate block of PEs as well. Thus the execution time of the decoder is increased as compared to the methodology proposed in [2].

Secondly PEs in [1] use multiplexers to switch between the RS procedures which results in a complex architecture.

To achieve a fast decoding with reduced complexity, this paper presents an architecture containing a simple and regular type of PEs. With this architecture not only the error locator and the evaluator polynomial can be computed concurrently but syndrome computation, Chien Search, polynomial evaluation and error correction can be performed on the same parallel architecture. Due to parallel computation of each RS procedure it is fast and by the architecture reuse the complexity is reduced.

The main idea behind the methodology is to exploit the data dependency in general and the fact that all the blocks of the RS decoder can be implemented with the equations of the type \(\kappa = (\alpha \otimes \chi) \oplus (\beta \otimes \eta)\), where \(\otimes\) and \(\oplus\) are operations in GF and \(\kappa, \alpha, \chi, \beta\) and \(\eta\) are the elements of GF as shown in figure 2. The architecture is devised by an extension of the concepts described in references [1] -[4] to achieve the features of low complexity, high speed, regularity and flexibility.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents basic PE and a building unit of PEs. With this building unit main datapath computations of all the RS procedures can be performed. Section II also presents a restructured [2] algorithm. To maintain the accelerated computation of the error locator and the evaluator polynomials it is proposed to use two building units as given in [2]. Section III describes the transformations for other RS procedures to achieve architecture reusability. In section IV a scheduling scheme is proposed to realize a partially pipelined parallel RS decoder with the same regular architecture and resource estimation and clock cycles for a DVB-H code word example required for the architecture are estimated with the Celoxica DK-Suite. Finally section V the various RS decoder solutions are presented to meet certain time and area constraints.

### II. Architecture for the Error Evaluator and the Error Locator Polynomial

#### A. Basic Program Element

Figure 2 shows the basic program element used to implement the architecture of the RS decoder. Each of the PE contains two GF multipliers and one adder. The critical path length is only one adder (GF) and one multiplier (GF) long.

#### B. Basic Building Block of RS Decoder

Figure 3 shows the basic building block used to implement all the main blocks of the RS decoder. The building block contains one block of PEs having \(d + 1\) elements.
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\[
\omega^C(x) = (\delta \otimes \omega^A(x)) \oplus (\gamma \otimes \omega^B(x)) \\
\lambda^C(x) = (\delta \otimes \lambda^A(x)) \oplus (\gamma \otimes \lambda^B(x))
\]

Each polynomial \(\omega^C(x)\) and \(\lambda^C(x)\) contains \(d+1\) elements which can be obtained by carrying out addition and multiplication operations between polynomials \(\omega^A(x), \omega^B(x)\) and \(\lambda^A(x), \lambda^B(x)\) with \(\delta\) and \(\gamma\) (elements in GF) respectively. Each operation on the polynomial elements can be computed in one PE. At least \(d\) iterations of the PEs are required to compute the error locator and evaluator polynomials concurrently. Other operations of [2] are register to register movements under given control conditions which should be parallelized to accomplish fast processing. Note that the main difference between this architecture and the architecture proposed in [2] is that we have omitted the polynomial shift operation out of each PE which results in polynomial shift operation to be performed after computation of \(\lambda^C(x)\) and \(\omega^C(x)\). It simplifies architecture of each PE and the architecture reusability is made possible.

III. Transformations to Compute RS Procedures with the Modified Architecture

Other RS procedures can be computed with the same regular and fast architecture. We need certain transformations to be applied. Such transformations are proposed in [1].

A. Computation of Syndrome Calculator with the Parallel Architecture

For the RS(n,k) decoder, there are \(d\) syndrome elements to be computed. The computation of all the elements is independent from each other which can be exploited for accelerated implementation of syndrome calculator. \(d\) PEs of the block can be used to compute the syndrome. The basic equation to compute syndrome are given in 3. \(\alpha\)’s are the elements from GF. Initially each syndrome element is initialized with zero and each element requires \(n\) iterations of \(d\) program elements to compute full syndrome.

\[
S_j = (S_{j-1} \otimes \alpha_{j-1}) \oplus (1 \otimes \text{Reed}[n-i]) \quad i \leq n
\]

Mapping of PE to \(j\)’th syndrome element is given as \(\alpha = S_{j-1}, \chi = \alpha_{j-1}, \beta = 1, \eta = \text{Reed}[n-i], \kappa = S_j\). Reed is array of received code word.

B. Computation of Root Finder on the Parallel architecture

Once the error locator and the evaluator polynomial are computed, the next step of the decoder is to find the roots of the polynomial which can be scheduled on one of the building
blocks as shown in the figure 3. The roots $j$ elements from 0 to $n - 1$ can be evaluated by 4.

$$\lambda(\alpha_i) = (\alpha_i \otimes \lambda(\alpha_i)) \oplus (1 \otimes \lambda(x)) \quad 0 \leq i \leq n$$ (4)

There are $n$ elements that can be the possible roots of the $\lambda(x)$ polynomial. By using block of parallel PEs, this computation can be accelerated. First $d + 1$ locations can be checked on the architecture simultaneously. They will require iterations equal to degree of the $\lambda(x)$ polynomial. Once the first $d + 1$ elements are computed, the next $d + 1$ elements can be computed on the same block. Thus maximum of $(d + 1) \times 4$ iterations of PE are required to compute the roots of the polynomial.

C. Polynomial Evaluation with the Parallel architecture

Similarly $\omega(\alpha_1^{-1})$ and $\lambda(\alpha_1^{-1})$ can be computed with an equation similar as 4. The number of iterations required is equal to the degree of $\lambda(x)$ polynomial.

D. Error Correction with the Parallel architecture

The Forney algorithm is used to compute the magnitude of error at the inverse locations of the roots of the polynomial $\lambda(x)$. If we take the inverse of the polynomial elements $\lambda(\alpha_j^{-1})$ the error correction at $j^\text{th}$ location of the roots can be carried out with the equation

$$\tilde{y}_j = (\omega(\alpha_j^{-1}) \otimes \lambda(\alpha_j^{-1})) \oplus (1 \otimes \text{Recd}[j])$$ (5)

From the above discussion, we can see that except for error locator and evaluator polynomials, all the other blocks require one GF multiplier and adder. Therefore, their computation can be performed with less expensive PE blocks, but regularity in terms of structure of PEs will not be retained in the architecture.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS

To implement the RS decoder with the new architecture we have used Celoxica DK environment with C-style, Handel-C language for software compiled hardware. Due to its higher level of abstraction for implementation, Handel-C is a better candidate to estimate resources and speed of an architecture in a short span of time. In Handel-C every assignment executes in one clock cycle. We have used DK design suite to simulate the code and to estimate the resources and clock cycles required. Lower level optimizations for place and route tool are not considered. We followed DVB-H standard as a case study which uses GF(28) RS(255,191) decoder at the data link layer with irreducible polynomial of $x^8 + x^4 + x^3 + x^2 + 1$ [9].

A. Resource and Speed Estimation of the RS decoder with Handel-C

The basic components for RS decoder are GF multiplier, adder and inverse operations. Under GF mathematics addition is carried out with a simple XOR operation and inversion can be carried with simple table look up methodology in which against each element of GF its inverse is stored. Multiplication is complex and effects the performance of the decoder. For VLSI implementation of RS decoder, we choose bitwise GF($2^8$) multiplication methodology as proposed by [6].

Such a GF($2^8$) multiplication can be carried out in one clock cycle. But an eight bit multiplication requires 64 AND gates and 55 Xor gates. If bitwise multiplication is carried out in one clock cycle, then the maximum combinational path contains 24 AND gates and 21 XOR gates. If this multiplier is realized in one clock cycle then 69 flipflops and 1654 Nand gates are required. Such path delay limits the driving clock frequency which limits the performance of the decoder. To reduce combinatorial delay we splitted each multiplier into two stages and maximum delay contains 8 AND gates and 7 XOR gates.

Following code shows how GF($2^8$) multiplication is carried out in Handel-C

```handel-c
GFml(unsigned int x, unsigned int y){
        unsigned int 1 z0,z1,z2,......,z14;
        unsigned int 1 o0,o1,.....o7;
        par{PE1(tmp1,alpha_1,1,c);

        c = Recd[i];
        while(i < 255){
            PE64(tmp64,alpha_64,1,c);
            PE64(tmp64,1,c);
            z14 = x[0] & y[7];
            z7 = (x[7]&y[0])(x[6]&y[1]).......(x[0]&y[7]);
            z1 = (x[1]&y[0])(x[0]&y[1]);
            z0 = x[0]&y[0];
            o0 = z11z12z13z7;
            o1 = z12z13z14z0;
            o7 = z12z13z14z0;
            return o0o1.....o7;
        }
}
```

The price paid is in a form of higher number of resources and two clock cycles instead of one. With this approach each multiplication is carried out in two clock cycles with 114 flipflops and 1501 Nand gates. Note that the multiplication operation is optimized in terms of resources with nine bit irreducible polynomial $x^8 + x^4 + x^3 + x^2 + 1$. With keyword par parallel hardware is generated for each instruction within braces with Handel-C.

B. RS Decoder Architecture with Two Building Units

From the discussion in section II-C we can find that two blocks can be used to compute error locator and evaluator polynomial concurrently.

We used two GF multipliers running in parallel and one adder operation to concatenate their operation for each PE to achieve accelerated implementation reducing combinatorial path at the same time. Therefore one iteration of PE requires 3 clock cycles in Handel-C.

To estimate the resources, RS(255,191) code word $C = 1+x+x^2$.....$x^{254}$ is used and added with 31 errors. The error magnitude is increased from 0 to 31 in first 32 code elements of the code word. Therefore the decoder has following input as a code word $x + 2x^2 + 3x^3$.....$31x^{31} + x^{32}$.....$x^{254}$.

1) Syndrome Computation: The following code shows computation of syndrome in Handel-C.

```handel-c
while(i < 255){
    c = Recd[i];
    par{PE1(tmp1,alpha_1,1,c);
    PE64(tmp64,1,c);
    i++;
}
```
Each PE function in this example generates a hardware for PE which contains two parallel GF multipliers followed by a GF addition. Each function takes four arguments. Following code shows inner structure of each PE.

```c
PE(unsigned int 8 x, unsigned int 8 y, unsigned int 8 z, unsigned int 8 k){
    first = gfmul1(x,y);
    second = gfmul2(z,k);
    tmp = first . second;
}
```

tmp1, tmp2, ..., tmp64 are the syndrome elements. α’s are the elements in the GF. After 255 iterations syndrome polynomial \( S(x) = 0 + 46x + 181x^2 + \cdots + 184x^{64} \) is computed.

2) **Computation of Error Locator and Evaluator Polynomial:** Two blocks, each of 65 PEs, are used to compute error locator and evaluator polynomial. One block is the same as used to compute the syndrome on which error evaluator is performed and another is added to compute error locator polynomial.

```c
while (k < Degree){
    par{delta = omega_A65 ,gamma = omega_B65 ;}
    par{PE0(omega_B1,delta,omega_a0,gamma);
        PE64(omega_B64,delta,omega_a64,gamma);
    }
}
```

In this code xPEs represent second block of PEs. Variables delta, gamma, omega as, omega bs, lambda as and lambda bs represent elements of \( \delta, \gamma, \omega^h(x), \omega^b(x), \lambda^h(x) \) and \( \lambda^b(x) \) in GF Initialization and other operations for the computation are assignment operations which are performed under conditions given in [2] with a par statement. 184, 133, 19, ..., 0 and 1, 184, 184, ...., 255 are the values of \( \delta \) and \( \gamma \) for 1, 2, 3, ..., 64 iterations respectively. After \( d \) iterations \( \omega^C(x) = 42x^{34} + 77x^{35} + 182x^{36} \cdots + 56x^{63} + \lambda^C(x) = 205x^{33} + 109x^{34} + 247x^{35} \cdots + 45x^{63} + 173x^{64} \) are obtained.

3) **Computation of the roots of Error Locator:** The elements of \( \lambda(x) \) can be saved in an array and following code can be used to evaluate the roots.

```c
while(i >= Degree){
    c = Lambda[i];
    par{PE0(tmp1,alpha_1,c,1);
        PE1(tmp2,alpha_2,c,1);
        PE64(tmp64,alpha_64,c,1);
        i--;}
    if(tmp1==0) [par{root[count] = tmp1;count++;}]
    if(tmp2==0) [par{root[count] = tmp2;count++;}]
}
```

After iterations equal to “Degree” of the polynomial \( \lambda(x) \), each tmp variable should be checked to see either it is zero or not. The roots are saved in an array named root. Such 4 iterations of the code are required to evaluate \( \lambda(x) \) at locations. In our case we find the roots at 0, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, ......., 31 positions.

4) **Polynomial Evaluation:** After finding the roots, the next step is to find magnitude of errors at inverse of root locations and apply error correction. The \( \lambda'(\alpha^{-1}), \omega'(\alpha^{-1}) \) and error correction is implemented in the same way as given in root finder with one block of PEs. Error polynomial \( 1 + 3x^2 + \cdots + 32x^{31} \) is obtained which is used to recover original data after implementing the equation 5 with the same parallel architecture reflected by the following code.

```c
par{if(root1) PE1(omegaA1,lambdaA1,c,1);
    if(root2) PE2(omegaA2,lambdaA2,c,1);
    ..............
    if(root64) PE64(omegaA64,lambdaA64,c,1);}
```

In this code omegaAs represent the values of \( \omega(x) \) and lambdaAs represent inverse of the values of \( \lambda(x) \) computed at the inverse of the root locations. We have presented here the main datapath calculations by reusing the architecture. Other assignment statements are not coded here. With par statement all the assignment operations are performed in parallel. We found that this approach requires 3049 clock cycles to correct the data in the code word with 37k flip flops and 513K Nand Gates estimated with the DK-Suite simulator. Note that all the buffers are declared without ram keyword of Handel-C, which enables buffer data to be shared among different parallel tasks. All Optimizations features by Celoxica DK-Suite were enabled.

C. Partially Pipelined Parallel RS Systolic Architecture

From the above discussion we can see that one block of the PEs remains idle after computation of the error locator and the evaluator polynomial that can be reused to compute the syndrome of next code word in parallel with root finder and error correction procedures. Second block was used to compute the syndrome of the next code word and figure 4 shows clock cycles required and the various RS decoding tasks with two blocks of PEs, PA1 and PB1.

Figure 4 shows clock cycles required and various RS decoding tasks with two blocks of PEs, PA1 and PB1.

![Fig. 4. Time-activity diagram for RS decoder with two PE building blocks](Image)

Note that computation of \( \lambda(x) \) and \( \omega(x) \) for next code word is synchronized with next code word syndrome \( Sn(x) \) computation. Therefore, a partially pipelined parallel RS decoder is possible with two blocks of PEs. It was estimated that first code word requires 3049 clock cycles and next code word will be decoded in 1799 clock cycles with 37k flip flops and 546K Nand gates.

D. Estimation of Time to Decode DVB-H Frame

We used place and route tool of Xilinx-ISE for Spartan II XC2S200-5 FG456 FPGA to estimate maximum clock frequency with which the RS decoder based upon this methodology can be operated. Maximum combinational path delay was 104nsec. With this information we estimate that a RS(255,191)
decoder can achieve a bandwidth of almost 10Mbps. A complete 2Mbps data (Maximum burst size with MPE-FEC) can be decoded in almost 200msec.

V. DESIGN SPACE EXPLORATION FOR THE PARALLEL RS DECODER

The architecture is flexible as if higher decoding speed is required then more PEs can be added in the pipeline to increase the throughput. If lower speed is allowed then the architecture containing a subset of PEs can be time sliced to achieve an adequate performance at lower cost in area. Such a flexibility leads various solutions to the RS decoder to meet certain time and area constraints and provide certain degree of freedom of the choice of the RS decoder solutions. Different combinations of BBUs for the RS decoder maintaining the internal parallel computation of each RS procedure can be used as shown in Figure 5 and Table II.

![Resource and time comparison for the various RS decoder forms](image)

We are presenting the estimate of four of such solutions.

- Complete RS decoder can be implemented with a cell of one multiplier and adder. But the solution will not be able to exploit the VLSI features. It will require 313207 clock cycles with 518 flip flops and 45612 Nand gates. All the assignment are performed in a sequential fashion.
- Complete RS decoder can be implemented with one BBU. It can compute all RS procedures in a parallel way internally providing significant computational speed. Solution with one BBU require 22k flip flops and 301K Nand gates and decode the code word with 2448 clock cycles. All the assignments are made with par statement.
- The solution with two BBUs is discussed and explained above. The clock cycles required are 1799 with 36523 flip flops and 573K Nand gates.
- To achieve higher throughput complete RS decoder can be implemented with three blocks two of which will be BBUs used to compute the error locator and the evaluator polynomial concurrently, root finder, polynomial evaluation, error correction and one can be used to compute the syndrome in a parallel. Thus complete code word can be decoded in 1263 clock cycles with 43096 flip flops and 713K Nand gates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RS Version</th>
<th>Nand Gates</th>
<th>Flipflops</th>
<th>Cycles</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>45612</td>
<td>519</td>
<td>313207</td>
<td>15098</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>301125</td>
<td>22694</td>
<td>2448</td>
<td>1006</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>573212</td>
<td>36523</td>
<td>1799</td>
<td>1228</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>713215</td>
<td>43096</td>
<td>1263</td>
<td>1172</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II

Time-area product estimates for various RS solutions

In the estimate the execution time is estimated with number of clock cycles being a technology independent factor. The area should be estimated in terms of Control Logic Blocks (CLBs) of the FPGA but Handel-C does not provide number of CLBs but number of flipflops and Nand gates can be estimated. Therefor for area estimate, we have used an approximation given by the number of flipflops*5+Nand gates.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a high speed partially pipelined parallel architecture for Reed Solomon decoder and its performance is estimated with the Celoxica DK-Suite. Measurements show that a parallel RS(255,191) decoder can be implemented with only 130 PEs and can achieve a bandwidth of 10Mbps. The architecture is regular as the same type of PEs are used and is flexible to meet higher decoding rates.
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